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Abstract

Nowadays, online advertising is regarded as the most prospective form of advertising. One kind of online advertising is banner advertising. However, click through rate (CTR), which measures banner effectiveness, has been declining as low as 0.1 percent. CTR is important for publishers since the payment from advertisers is based on the number of clicks. Previous studies show that showing internet users with banners that match their online behavior will increase CTR. This behavioral targeting can be implemented by classifying the users based on their click-stream data from their navigation and present the banners to users whose history behavior indicates high interest on advertised products. This paper proposes a web ad selector model in order to determine suitable banner advertising to the audience using their browsing history (web server log file). This web ad selector consists of two models: fuzzy inference model and web ad matching model. From the face validity our web ad selector model always includes the banner ad selected by the expert, with matching score average of 75 percent. This proves that our proposed model has a good performance.
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1. Introduction

With the increase of internet access, the Internet has attracted more advertisers with its online advertising. One form of online advertising is banner advertising. Despite its simple form, banner advertising accounts for a major share in internet advertising spending. In 2010, US banner advertising generated $ 1.9 billion and accounted for 26% of total internet advertising. The amount spent increased by 24% from the previous year [1]. One commonly used measure to evaluate banner effectiveness is click-through rate (CTR). CTR is the average number of clicks by the audience of a banner that brings them to
the target website [2]. However, CTR has been declining in recent years and recorded as low as merely 0.09 percent [3]. CTR is important for publishers, i.e. web sites where the advertising are placed, since the payment from advertisers is based on the number of clicks. The higher the number of clicks, the higher the publisher revenue.

Dreze and Hussherr [4] found that low CTR was caused by the fact that most internet users avoided seeing the banners because they were not interested in the banners. Based on this finding, one solution to increase CTR is by using targeting. Targeting aims at presenting banners selectively to individuals who most probably will give positive response. However, the biggest challenge is to identify the individuals.

There are several approach in targeting the audience, i.e. data-driven demographics, behavioral, channel, geographic, and re-targeting [5]. When the information is restricted to browsing history, then behavioral targeting is the only feasible option. Behavioral targeting is based on audience past online behavior reflected in their browsing history. Past online behavior can show the audience specific interests.

In order to a banner can be directed to the right audience, the behavioral targeting tool should be able to identify the audience, to predict and to understand the audience preference correctly so that it can deliver the right banner to the audience during their online session. In this paper, we propose a web ad selector model that can personalize banner content to the audience based on their interest and preference.

In short, to achieve the goal, our web ad selector model uses the browsing history using recorded cookies in audience’s browser device. A fuzzy inference model based on fuzzy rule based system (FRBS) Mamdani is employed to produce audience interest score for each advertising category. FRBS Mamdani is a simple and powerful tool that are commonly applied to solve classification problem [6]. Then, this score together with the fuzzy characteristic score in an advertising category for a brand is then processed using a web ad matching using Hamming distance to produce a ranking of banners to be presented to a particular audience.

In the subsequent sections, we explains the model starting with preprocessing data stage, fuzzy web ad selector model, web ad matching model, and concluded with model implementation and analysis.

2. Preprocessing or input data stage

Each browsing history data collected by the cookies have information on unique ID, URL reference, and time of access. These data are then sorted by unique ID to merge data with the same unique ID so that the access pattern of each unique ID can be revealed. Next, the URL reference is classified into 27 categories of websites, i.e. culture and entertainment, automotive, education, family, etc. Since there is no specific rule for this categorization, we use the categorization of the company in our case study. The output of this stage is the frequency and proportion of each website category visit by each unique ID.

The next stage is the fuzzification stage where the frequency of access is translated into degree of membership on fuzzy sets in the form of linguistic variables [7,8] to represent the pattern of each unique ID website visits on each website category. For simplicity, we employ triangular fuzzy number to represent the visit patterns, i.e low, medium, and high (Fig. 1). The membership function of access frequency proportion (x) on the fuzzy linguistic variables is can be defined as a uniform partition using this set of equations:

\[
\mu_{\text{Low}}(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } x \in [0,0] \\
\frac{x - 0.375}{0 - 0.375} & \text{if } x \in [0;0.375] \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\mu_{\text{Medium}}(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{x - 0.125}{0.5 - 0.125} & \text{if } x \in [0.125;0.5] \\
\frac{x - 0.825}{0.5 - 0.825} & \text{if } x \in [0.5;0.825] \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(1)

(2)
Another fuzzification process in this stage is regarding the advertised brands. Advertising experts classified all available banners into 17 categories of brands, i.e. banking and finance, e-channel, automotive, household appliances, equipments, electronics, etc. Then, fuzzification is employed to determine the membership degree of how each brand belongs to each brand category fuzzy set.

3. Fuzzy inference model

The fuzzy inference model consists of three sub-model, (i) knowledge base model, (ii) fuzzy rule based model, and (iii) defuzzification model.

3.1. Knowledge base model

The knowledge base model is built by defining fuzzy rules by advertising experts. These fuzzy rules need input of whether there is relationship between each website category and each brand category. The relationship is determined by advertising expert, and an excerpt of the relationship is presented in Table 1 as an example. If there is a relationship between a website category and a brand category, then the relationship is translated into three fuzzy rules. Each fuzzy rule contains the same value of the website category linguistic variable (as the antecedent variable) in the IF part and brand category linguistic variable (as the consequent variable) in the THEN part. In other word, if the value of the antecedent linguistic variable is low, then the value of the consequent linguistic variable is also low.

As an example, from the relationship presented in Table 1, we can define nine fuzzy rules as follows:

1. IF culture and entertainment is low THEN electronics is low
2. IF culture and entertainment is medium THEN electronics is medium
3. IF culture and entertainment is high THEN electronics is high
4. IF automotive is low THEN banking and finance is low
5. IF automotive is medium THEN banking and finance is medium
6. IF automotive is high THEN banking and finance is high
7. IF automotive is low THEN automotive is low
8. IF automotive is medium THEN automotive is medium
9. IF automotive is high THEN automotive is high

3.2. Fuzzy rule based system

We adopt fuzzy rule based system (FRBS) Mamdani [10] to obtain interest score on each brand category for each unique ID. For this FRBS Mamdani, the input variables (antecedent) are all website categories and the output variables (consequent) are all brand categories. We then define the mathematics operations for AND, OR, implication and aggregation fuzzy rules. The fuzzy rule mathematics operation for AND relation is MIN operator, for OR relation is MAX operator, for implication is MIN operator, and for aggregation is MAX operator. For the execution of the FRBS Mamdani we employ Fuzzy Logic Toolbox within Matlab 7.12.0 (R2011a).
Table 1. Example of relationships between website categories and brand categories based on expert judgement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website category</th>
<th>Brand category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture and entertainment</td>
<td>Banking &amp; Fin.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e-channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Automotive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electronics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Defuzzification model

The final output of the fuzzy web ad selector model is each unique ID’s interest score on each brand category. We use center of gravity (COG) method as the defuzzification method to translate the fuzzy consequence variables into interest scores. COG is used considering its computational efficiency [11].

3.4. How the system works: an example

Below, we explain how the fuzzy inference system works.
1. for each unique ID, input the access frequency (proportion) for each website category into FIS
2. FIS will calculate the degree of membership from the input for each website category, to be used as antecedent variable in the fuzzification stage
3. FIS will determine the fitness value for each fuzzy rule using MIN operation (˄) below:
   \[ W_k = \mu_{A_1}(x_1) \land \mu_{A_2}(x_2) \land \ldots \land \mu_{A_i}(x_i) \] (4)
where:
- \( W_k \) : fitness value for \( k \)-th fuzzy rule
- \( x_i \) : frequency of access
- \( \mu_{A_i}(x_i) \) : membership degree of \( i \)-th antecedent variable (website category)
4. FIS will imply the fitness value onto consequence from the rules by using clipping process. Figure 2 illustrates the clipping process for consequent variable Electronics on all (nine) fuzzy rules defined previously.
5. FIS will aggregate the output from the clipping process of the consequent variable on all rules by using MAX (˅) operation below:
   \[ \mu_C(z) = \bigvee_{j=1}^{\text{rule #}} \left[ W_j \land \mu_{C_j}(z) \right] \] (5)
where \( \mu_C(z) \) is consequent \( z \) (brand category \( z \)) fuzzy set. Because in this example all clipping process for each of the nine fuzzy rules are the same, then the FIS result is exactly the same as Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1. A triangular fuzzy number to represent visit pattern](image-url)
6. Finally, FIS will calculate interest score for each consequent variable and each unique ID through center of gravity defuzzification:

$$COG(i) = \frac{\sum x \cdot \mu_i(x)}{\sum \mu_i(x)}$$ (6)

where

- $COG_z(i)$: brand $z$ interest score (crisp) for $i$-th unique ID
- $\mu_C(z)$: consequent $z$ (brand category $z$) linguistic fuzzy set
- $z$: interest score

4. Web ad matching model

In the web ad matching model, banners advertising some brands will be matched with each unique ID. The banner advertising for each brand has a fuzzy characteristic in the sense that a single brand can be related, to some degree, with different categories of brands. For example, Samsung Galaxy Note can be categorized into electronics, telecommunication, retail, and e-channel brand category fuzzy set with different degree of memberships.

Basically, this model determines the similarity between the unique IDs (and their interest score on each brand categories) and the banners (and their fuzzy characteristics on brand categories) by calculating the Hamming distance using the formula:

$$d(A, B) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} |\mu_A(x_i) - \mu_B(x_i)|$$  \[x_i \in X\] (7)

where:

- $d(A, B)$: Hamming distance
- $\mu_A(x_i)$: unique ID $i$’s interest score on website category A
- $\mu_B(x_i)$: fuzzy characteristic score of brand B on website category A

The obtained Hamming distances are then sorted from the smallest to the greatest for each unique ID. The smaller the distance, the more fit the banner to be presented to the unique ID. In other word, a banner advertising of the brand with the smallest Hamming distance will be prioritized to be displayed to the unique ID.

5. Model implementation, analysis, and future extension

In this research, model implementation and testing were done off-line. Data were obtained from an online advertising network company in Jakarta. The data sample are browsing history from 150 unique IDs during the period of October and November 2013. We validated the web ad selection for a particular unique ID resulted from our web ad selector model using the selection made by advertising experts. This
face validity check using experts were done by asking advertising experts to determine what banner advertisings that were suitable for a particular audience based on his/her web access pattern. We provided the experts with browsing history from ten unique IDs (chosen randomly) and seven brands to be matched. The seven brands represented brands that can be categorized into different brand categories.

From the face validity our web ad selector model always includes the banner ad selected by the expert, with matching score average of 75 percent. Although only in two occasions our model has the top rank that is the same as the expert’s top rank, considering most people will visit more than one websites in one online session, our model will almost always present the suitable banner advertisings, i.e. the banner advertisings that suit the interest of the audience.

In conclusion, in this paper we have presented a fuzzy web ad selector model that can be used by web publishers or online ad network companies to determine the suitable banner advertising to be displayed to their audience using their browsing history. Once the fuzzy inference model (for inferencing unique IDs website interest scores) and web ad matching model (to match brand advertising characteristics with unique ID interest) are built, the model is simple because it uses only audience browsing history. The model implementation and validity test show that the model works reasonably well, although more implementation is needed to ensure that the model does not overfit to current cases and data.

For future research extension, we are currently developing another approach using customer segmentation methods. Here, instead of determining match advertising individually, the method will determine it based on group of audience that show similar interest (based on their clicking frequencies on each website category). In this way, it is expected that model overfitting, if there is any, can be avoided.
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